Bat Flies Low Rohmer Sax Collier
sax rohmerÃ¢Â€Â™s use of oriental words in his fiction - hatshepsu in the bat1 flies low, as well as the
outrÃƒÂ©, villainous eurasian so immersed in studying the jackal-headed anubis that his face became "startlingly
like that of anubis" as he gained the god's powers ( the green eyes of bast 301). linwood library gaz~tt~ christchurchcitylibraries - the bat flies low, by sax rohmer, is a story of a secret order occupying a hidden
monastery at sirva, to whose charge is committed a secret of ancient egypt for the production of light which is
both archaeologically interesting and of comÃ‚Â mercial value. the sect is led by a person with hypnotic powers
and who apparently is able to transform himself into a bat. thefts of papyri and ancient ...
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